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Secure Communication Channels Using
Atmosphere-Limited Line-of-Sight Terahertz Links
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Abstract—Terahertz wireless links offer great promise for realizing physical-layer security due to the high directionality and the
high path loss. In this work, we investigate the resilience against
eavesdropping attacks in a directional terahertz link which exploits
the attenuation due to the water vapor absorption resonances for
enhanced security. The magnitude of the atmospheric attenuation
can be controlled by tuning the carrier frequency relative to the
peak of a water vapor absorption line. This idea can be used to
thwart an eavesdropper by restricting the broadcast range of the
signal. We develop a channel model for an eavesdropping scenario
in which an attacker is located along a line-of-sight link. We explore
through both experiments and calculations the performance of the
terahertz channel, as well as the tradeoff between performance
and security. Our results demonstrate the feasibility of limiting the
broadcast range by making use of atmospheric conditions, paving
the way for a simple yet powerful physical-layer security protocol
for the terahertz range.
Index Terms—Broadcast range, security, terahertz (THz)
wireless communications, water vapor absorption.

I. INTRODUCTION
ERAHERTZ radiation is promising for future generations
of wireless communication technology due to the possibility of ultrahigh data rate and ultralow latency [1], [2]. Compared
to the microwave signals used in conventional communication
systems, terahertz signals are more directional for a given antenna aperture and attenuate faster with propagation range due
to an increase in atmospheric attenuation in addition to the
free space path loss, which (for fixed antenna gains) increases
dramatically with frequency [3]. Because of these characteristics, terahertz wireless systems present new opportunities to
engineer security and resilience against eavesdropping attacks.
The issue of security in these future wireless systems has recently
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become an active research topic [4]–[12], as new vulnerabilities must be considered at these frequencies. For example,
scattering a portion of the main lobe enables eavesdropping
outside the narrow broadcast sector [4], [8], [10]. The unique
characteristics of these broadcasts also enable new countermeasures; for example, by combining the high directionality
with multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) technology,
splitting the link into multiple non-line-of-sight propagation
paths could minimize the size of an insecure region, preventing
an eavesdropper from detecting the signals [13]. Another key
characteristic of terahertz propagation is related to atmospheric
attenuation [14]. This attenuation can be quite large, but is
very strongly frequency-dependent, especially at frequencies
that are close to the absorption resonances of the water vapor
molecule [15]–[19]. Using this idea, researchers have proposed
that additional security protocols which account for the range of
the intended broadcast can render eavesdropping challenging,
for an eavesdropper who is farther away [20]–[22].
In this work, we describe the first experimental investigation
of this possibility with quantitative metrics for achievable security. In addition to power measurements, here we also measure
the constellation diagram of the channel to demonstrate the
performance of a practical communication system. We consider
a threat model in which Alice (the transmitter) is sending a
signal to Bob (the intended receiver) via a direct line-of-sight
link. Meanwhile, Eve (an eavesdropper), located along the same
optical axis, but farther away, attempts to intercept the signals
that propagate past Bob [Fig. 1(a)]. This positioning can be
advantageous for Eve, as it avoids the possibility that she may
block some portion of Bob’s signal and thereby raise an alarm
[8], [23]. However, if Alice is aware of the possibility that Eve
may be positioned behind Bob, we show that she can engineer
the properties of her broadcast to counter Eve’s attack. We build
a channel model to evaluate the effectiveness of this strategy
and its impact on the channel capacity as well as on the secrecy
capacity of the link. Our experimental results, obtained using a
humidity-controlled chamber, are in good agreement with this
model.
II. CHANNEL LOSS
Our approach is based on computing both the free-space
path loss (FSPL) and the loss due to water vapor absorption
resonances (WVAL). In general, the WVAL grows faster than
the FSPL after sufficient propagation distance. Taking both
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Fig. 1. (a) In the threat model, Alice is the transmitter, Bob the receiver, and Eve represents the eavesdropper. The yellow region represents the insecure region
where SNR is high enough to build a successful link, whereas the blue represents the secure region where SNR is too low to eavesdrop. (b) Channel attenuation
versus propagation distance with selected frequencies corresponding to the peaks of water vapor absorption lines, in an atmosphere with water vapor density of
7.5 g/m3 (i.e., relative humidity of 25%) and temperature of 30 °C.

the FSPL and the WVAL into account, we demonstrate that
Alice can manipulate the channel performance by tuning the
carrier frequency of her transmission, relative to the frequency
channel capacity, Alice can reduce the insecure region where
eavesdropping is feasible. This data-rate-vs.-security tradeoff is
a common feature of nearly all physical-layer security strategies
[20], leading to an optimization challenge that must take into
account other higher layer considerations such as the possibility
of encryption, which are beyond the scope of this work. Nevertheless, our results provide key input to these considerations by
offering a quantitative analysis of the tradeoff.
To evaluate the security of the channel, we consider the
security model shown in Fig. 1(a). We assume that both Bob
(receiver) and Eve (eavesdropper) are located at the peak of the
main lobe from Alice’s (transmitter) antenna and that Eve sits
further from Alice than Bob (so dEve /dBob > 1). For simplicity,
we ignore the blockage of the signal to Eve by Bob. Although
models exist to account for such blockage, in our analysis their
effect is merely to shift the results by the fraction of blocked
radiation, so including these effects would distract from the
main point of this discussion. We assume that Eve has the
same detector as Bob. We also neglect atmospheric turbulence
and scintillation effects [24], and assume that the atmospheric
conditions are clear and uniform throughout the entire communication region [14], [25]. Thus, the channel performance for
both Bob and Eve is determined by the output power of Alice’s
transmitter, the antenna gains, and the losses due to the channel
which include both FSPL and WVAL. Both the FSPL and the
WVAL depend on the distance and the selected carrier frequency
of Alice’s transmission. In Fig. 1(b), we evaluate several of the
most prominent water vapor absorption lines in the range from
100 to 800 GHz to compare the FSPL and the WVAL. The FSPL
is determined by the Friis transmission formula [26]:


2
(1)
FSPL = 20 logd − logf + 12 log Acr At (dB)
where Ar is the effective area of the receiver, At is the effective
area of the transmitter, f is the frequency, c is the free-space light
speed, and d is the distance of the wireless link. We note that Ar

and At also depends on frequency. The slope of the FSPL is:
∂FSPL(dB)
∂(logd)

= 20 dB/decade

(2)

Meanwhile, the WVAL grows exponentially as a function of
the distance according to Beer’s law [27]:
WVAL = eGc (f )·RH·d = 4.3Gc (f ) · RH · d (dB)

(3)

where Gc (f ) · RH is the absorption coefficient, Gc (f ) following
the van Vleck Weisskopf lineshape function around an absorption peak [28] and RH the relative humidity in the terahertz
beam path. Note that for a broadband signal, an integration
of Gc (f ) multiplied by the power spectrum of the signal is
required to calculate the WVAL, assuming that the spectrum
distortion is compensated by adaptive equalization filters at
the receiver. In that case, the WVAL is less sensitive to the
carrier frequency compared to the case narrowband signals.
Additional frequency division multiplexing techniques are required to make the frequency tuning effective for security. The
WVAL is calculated using the standard atmospheric ITU model,
which has been shown to be reasonably accurate for frequencies
below 500 GHz [18], [29]. Note that WVAL(dB) may not grow
linearly as a function of the relative humidity for high humidity
circumstances, which is beyond the scope of the experiment in
this article [27]. The slope of the WVAL as a function of distance
can be written as follows:
∂WVAL(dB)
∂(logd)

=

∂ (10logeαd )
∂(logd)

=

WVAL
0.43

(dB/decade)

(4)

which is proportional to the WVAL itself on a log scale. Thus,
the WVAL increases more rapidly with distance than the FSPL
if the WVAL is greater than 0.43 × 20 = 8.6 dB [dotted line in
Fig. 1(b)].
We choose several most significant water vapor absorption
peaks from 100 to 800 GHz to numerically illustrate FSPL and
WVAL as a function of the propagation distance. As depicted in
Fig. 1(b), the rise of WVAL is more significant than the rise of
FSPL beyond the threshold of 8.6 dB. Such rise would enlarge
the difference of channel loss between Bob and Eve, which
enhances the security. The corresponding threshold distances
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Fig. 2. Experimental results (dots) and fitted calculations (lines) of a 4-m line-of-sight wireless link inside a humidity chamber at 51.5 °C. (a) Received power
decreases linearly as a function of the relative humidity of the atmosphere. This phenomenon results in a higher slope when transmitting closer to the WVAL line
center. (b) EVM of the constellation diagram of QPSK modulation at a symbol rate of 3.8 GBaud also decreases linearly as a function of the relative humidity of
the atmosphere.

range from ∼100 m for small intensity WVAL peaks (183.3 and
325.2 GHz), ∼10 m for medium intensity WVAL peaks (380.2
and 448.0 GHz), to ∼1 m for large intensity WVAL peaks (556.9
and 752.0 GHz). Depending on the range of communication
distance for a specific application scenario, we can choose the
communication system that operates around the corresponding
WVAL line center to reach the desired security level. For our
experiments, we employ a 4-m link, and therefore we choose to
operate our link near the 380.2 GHz WVAL line center.
III. CHANNEL MODEL
We now build a channel model to characterize the effect of
WVAL and FSPL losses on the performance of the communication link. Before reaching either receiver, the terahertz signal
is attenuated by both the FSPL and the WVAL. The received
power of the signal Pr can be described as follows
Pr =

P
WVAL·FSPL

(5)

For convenience, we include the antenna gain in the transmitted power from Alice P , and assume P is constant and
independent of frequency. Based on [30], we propose a channel
model which separate the total noise into sources from the
transmitter and the receiver, ignoring the molecular noise [31],
small scale fading [32], and interference from other users [33].
N=

NTx
WVAL·FSPL

+ NRx

(6)

N is the effective total noise power measured by the receiver.
NTx and NRx are the effective noise powers originating from the
transmitter and the receiver, respectively. Note that this noise
model only accounts for the channel attenuation; that is, the
antenna gain is included in NTx and NRx . We also assume all the
noise is uncorrelated additive white Gaussian noise. Thus, the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver is derived as follows.
SNR =

Pr
N

=

P
NTx +NRx ·WVAL·FSPL

(7)

The introduction of the WVAL can greatly reduce the power of
the received signal, especially for Eve since her distance from
Alice is greater than dBob . Therefore, Alice can enhance the

security of the wireless link by selecting her broadcast frequency
appropriately. Her choice depends on dBob and dEve , as well as
on the relative humidity and temperature of the environment.
We show later in Fig. 5 that Alice’s selection of a broadcast
frequency involves a tradeoff between data rate and the secrecy
capacity of the channel.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We next validated this channel model through experiment.
In our experiment, the signal from Alice to Bob is transmitted
through a line-of-sight terahertz wireless link inside a humidity
chamber of the dimension W × D × H = 1.8 × 0.5 × 0.5m3
with a folded path to achieve a 4-m range. The chamber allows
us to increase the temperature up to 51.5 °C and to vary the
relative humidity from 14%–58%, with temperature fluctuation
of ±0.5 °C and relative humidity fluctuation of ±1%. We use
two 4-inch-diameter Teflon lenses inside the chamber to boost
the overall channel gain. A pair of mixers are used to generate
and detect terahertz signals with QPSK modulation at a symbol
rate of up to 3.8 GBaud. In order to minimize the intersymbol
interference due to signal distortion [34], root-raised cosine
filters are used at both the transmitter and the receiver, and
an adaptive equalization filter is used at the receiver. We use
the error vector magnitude (EVM) of the constellation diagram
as the metric for our measurements, since it provides a good
estimation of the bit error rate (BER) of QPSK modulation when
EVM < −10dB [35]. Since we average a large number (105 )
of symbols, it is safe to assume that EVM(dB) = −SNR(dB)
[36].
In Fig. 2, we show the received power Pr and the QPSK
EVM which both decay almost linearly as a function of the
relative humidity (RH). This demonstrates that WVAL could
have a significant effect for a 4-m terahertz link. The slope of
the received power versus RH can be explained by a modified
equation from (5):
Pr (dBm) = P (dBm) − FSPL(dB) − WVAL(dB) RH (8)
RH=100%
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Fig. 3. Eavesdropping performance for Eve positioned behind Bob taking Alice as a reference, including (a) received power, signal-to-noise ratioSNREve , and
(b) bit error rate for QPSK modulation BEREve . We assume that the water vapor attenuation between Alice and Bob is tuned by changing the carrier frequency,
and the output power of Alice is fixed. Note that we include WVAL = 0 dB as a reference for lower frequencies (radio or microwave), in which the water vapor
attenuation could be ignored compared to the FSPL.

Fig. 4.

Eavesdropping performance including (a) channel capacity and (b) normalized secrecy capacity.

Fig. 5. (a) Tradeoff between the Alice-Bob channel capacity and the normalized secrecy capacity assuming dEve /dBob = 2. For the solid curves, we assume a
fixed P − FSPLBob and tune theWVALBob , and for the dashed curves vice versa. The dots represent the experimental results of tuning the carrier frequency relative
to the WVAL line at 380.2 GHz at RH = 50%. (b) Dots represent the experimental measurements, while the curves represent the numerical calculations.
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TABLE I
SLOPE OF POWER AND EVM VERSUS RH

where dBm is the power in dB with reference to 1 mW. As listed
in Table I, the slope with carrier frequency fc exactly at the
WVAL line center (380.2 GHz) is much higher than the slope
at fc = 386.2 GHz, which is further away from the line center.
Thus, the carrier frequency serves as a tunable parameter to vary
the WVAL.
In Fig. 2(b), the slope of EVM versus RH is only around a
half of the slope of power versus RH for both frequencies. We
can understand this using a first-order approximation of (7) for
WVAL close to 0 dB
Rx FSPL
WVAL(dB) RH
EVM(dB) = EVM(dB) + NTxN+N
Rx FSPL

RH=0

RH=100%

(9)
If NTx = 0, the slope of EVM versus RH is the same as the
slope of power versus RH. That is the case for most situations at
lower frequencies (radio or microwave), in which the transmitter
noise is usually low enough to be ignored, compared to the
other source of noise (e.g., small-scale fading, interference of
other nearby users, etc.) [30]. Here, the transmitter noise is
not negligible using the current technology of terahertz mixers,
resulting in a slope of EVM versus RH lower than the power
slope. The difference in slopes allows us to estimate a value for
the quantity NRx · FSPL/(NTx + NRx · FSPL). By fitting the
experimental data with (8-9), we get NTx : NRx · FSPL ≈ 1. In
other words, the impact of the transmitter noise and the receiver
noise on EVM are comparable. On top of that, we can also
estimate that the SNR of the output signal at the transmitter
P/NTx is around 18 dB (i.e., 3 dB above SNRRH=0 ).
V. LINK SECURITY
Next, we investigate numerically the impact of Alice’s frequency tuning on link security. We evaluate an illustrative
example situation, where we assume that Alice has a fixed
constant output power for all frequencies, and Bob can achieve
Pr = 15 dBm and SNR = 15 dB when WVAL = 0 dB (no water vapor). Using (5-7), we compute the effect on Eve’s received
power and SNR as a function of her distance from Alice. Note
that the calculation does not depend on dBob . Fig. 3(a) shows that
as she moves further from Alice, her power decreases, as does her
SNR. Additionally, the slopes of SNR and power versus distance
increase for increasing values of WVAL, which indicates that the
rate of attenuation increases with WVAL. Similarly, Fig. 3(b)
shows that Eve’s BER increases faster as Alice increases the
WVALBob by varying her broadcast frequency closer to the
resonance line center.
We can also explore the enhancement of security by simulating Eve’s channel capacity [37] and Bob’s normalized secrecy
capacity as defined in [8] as we do in Fig. 4. By increasing
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WVAL, the descent rate of Eve’s channel capacity versus distance could be enhanced as depicted in Fig. 4(a), while the
normalized security capacity increases more rapidly as demonstrated in Fig. 4(b). As in [8], we assume that the channel is
secure when the normalized secrecy capacity is greater than an
arbitrary value of 0.5 [dotted line in Fig. 4(b)]. By increasing
the WVAL from 0 to 10 dB, the insecure range is reduced from
3.5 dBob to 1.3 dBob . At the same time, Bob’s channel capacity
is decreased from 38 to 21 Gbps. If Alice knows Bob’s position,
she can effectively vary her broadcast parameters such that
eavesdropping fails at a given distance greater than Bob’s. The
threshold distance for secure communications can be reduced at
the cost of Bob’s channel capacity.
In Fig. 5, we parameterize the tradeoff between the channel
capacity and the normalized secrecy capacity by considering an
example case where the Alice-Eve distance is twice the AliceBob distance (dEve /dBob = 2). As depicted by the solid curves
(assuming a fixed P − FSPLBob and a tunable WVALBob ), a
fairly modest sacrifice in channel capacity can produce a very
significant improvement in normalized secrecy capacity, and
therefore this approach to security is highly promising. The
tradeoff is accomplished by varying the carrier frequency fc
close to the WVAL line at 380.2 GHz [dots in Fig. 5(a)].
The dynamic range of the tradeoff can be further improved
at some of the WVAL lines at higher frequencies. Based on
the requirement of normalized secrecy capacity for a specific
application, Alice can decide the WVALBob [dashed curves
in Fig. 5(a)] by choosing an appropriate fc as well as and
appropriate modulation scheme. For example, by varying the
carrier frequency from 386.2 to 380.2 GHz, we increased the
normalized secrecy capacity from 0.4 to 0.6, at the cost of
channel capacity reduction from 38 to 33 Gbps (13% reduction).
Our measured values for channel capacity and secrecy capacity
match well with the channel model described above [Fig. 5(b)].
VI. CONCLUSION
We propose a physical-layer security protocol to restrict the
range of the insecure region where an eavesdropper can successfully attack the channel. Our strategy relies on the intrinsic
attenuation of the atmosphere, and a frequency tuning capability
for Alice. Based on a threat model where Alice, Bob, and Eve are
located along with a line-of-sight link, we demonstrate that the
exponential growth of WVAL as a function of distance can be
used to thwart Eve if she is outside the broadcast range. Alice can
control this effect by tuning her carrier frequency relative to the
peak of a nearby water vapor absorption line center. We explore
the tradeoff between the channel capacity and the normalized
secrecy capacity, which results from Alice’s frequency tuning.
For our experiment, we find that, at the cost of around 13% of
the channel capacity, Alice can enhance the normalized secrecy
capacity from 0.4 to 0.6. Our results demonstrate the feasibility
of this simple and versatile approach to physical-layer security
in terahertz wireless communications. In practical terahertz
communication systems, besides the direction of the intended
receiver for beamforming, the distance should also be taken into
consideration to optimize the security of the broadcast through
tuning the carrier frequency.
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